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NEW OUTLANDER

CHANGEZ DE

POINT DE VUE
IL Y A DÉJÀ UN OUTLANDER 2.0 INTENSE À.P.D.(1)

€ 26.990

DÉCOUVREZ LE NEW MITSUBISHI OUTLANDER
Un nouveau design résolument moderne avec ses lignes ﬂuides et racées, de la calandre
au hayon : le nouvel Outlander est métamorphosé. Nouvel habitacle à l’insonorisation
poussée. Nouvelle ergonomie des sièges arrière pour une conﬁguration plancher plat
plus rapide. Et nouvelles motorisations essence et diesel disponibles en versions
2WD ou 4WD avec boîte manuelle, automatique ou CVT. Tout est nouveau dans
le Nouvel Outlander. Tout, excepté le nom. Découvrez-le sans tarder chez votre
concessionnaire Mitsubishi.
TRAVERSEZ L’AVENIR EN MITSUBISHI.

5,1 - 6,7 l /100 km

134 - 155 g/km

Donnons priorité à la sécurité. Information environnementale AR 19.03.2004

Prix catalogue pour un New Outlander 2.0 2WD Intense (essence - 150 ch).
Modèle illustré : New Outlander 2.2 Di-D 4WD Instyle. Prix catalogue conseillé : € 38.740.Les prix sont TVAC.

(1)

E.R.: Beherman Motors nv, importation et distribution pour la Belgique et le Grand-Duché de Luxembourg
Industrieweg 3 2880 Bornem - BE 0479.367.565

www.mitsubishi.be

www.ice-watch.com

Ice-Stores : Antwerpen - Bastogne - Brussels - De Panne - Knokke

The Watch Universe.

Editor’s
LETTER
Together:
Inspiring you
to reach your dreams...

ON THE COVER

A FOURCOLOUR PEN

You’ve been shopping with your mum and dad – the
annual trip to the stationery section in the supermarket,
where each year they come up with a different way of
misspelling it: this time it’s Back 2 Skool. You have a
list that is as long as your arm: all manner of notepads,
four-colour pens, pencils, set squares, another
compass (where did the other go, same every year)
and folders that will fill up quickly as the new school
year unfolds.
And a new bag is required since the last one was
roughed up again. And then it’s clothes shopping and
home for an early night – as if…
Morning brings the thunderous noise in the
playground, with all the children sounding like a single
voice except for that one girl whose shouting could
break the sound barrier. Now into the classroom and
you are staring at the new teacher and wondering will
he be any better than the last one. And you spot some
new faces. New friends or new foes?
You have to open your book at page 10 and you can’t
believe she would kick the first day back off with
Maths: not a good sign.
You glance up at the clock and do some quick
arithmetic – only 54 minutes till the morning break…
Paul Morris
EDITOR

Lea Seydoux is the new
Bond girl in Spectre

TOLLET JOAILLIERS

Rue des Fripiers, 36 - 1000 Bruxelles
+32 2 218 11 93

— www.tollet.com —

/togethermagazine

@together_Mag
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Centre d’amincissement et d’amaigrissement à Bruxelles

Pour homme et pour femme
Cryothérapie
La cryothérapie est un sculpteur naturel du
corps et du visage avec des effets immédiats et
permanents !
Chromothérapie
La chromothérapie est une révolution dans la
pratique de l’esthétique, pour l’amincissement,
le raffermissement et le rajeunissement, mais
aussi pour tout problème physique, esthétique
ou émotionnel...
A quoi ca sert ?
Pour tous problèmes de vergetures, cicatrices, cellulite, varices, graisse, rétention d’eau,
rides, double menton, perte de cheveux, jambes
lourdes, circulation veineuse et lymphatique,
baisse d’énergie, troubles du sommeil, concentration, inappétence sexuelle les résultats
obtenus par la cryothérapie et ou la chromothérapie vous surprendront.

Des mains et des pieds tout en beauté
grâce aux produits Pronails de haute
qualité et une styliste d’ongles de renommée. Pose d’un gel d‘exception,
solide, fin et ce sans abimer vos ongles.
Notre centre est agréé comme
« ProNails Premium Salon ».

Profitez également de nos services pour :

Pose de faux cils • Soins corps • Bien-être
Soins visage • Maquillage Semi-Permanent
Chaussée de Waterloo 649,
1050 Ixelles (La Bascule)
+32 (0)2 345 63 84
+32 (0) 472 84 40 19

www.jackynailsbeauty.be
jackynailsbeauty
Ouvert du mardi au samedi
de 10h à 18h30

Avant

Avant

Après 10 séances

Après 10 séances

N’attendez pas
et fixez dès aujourd’hui
votre rendez-vous

Venez tester la cryothérapie
seule alternative à la liposuccion.
Perdez de 1 à 4 cm en 1 séance
d’essai à -50%*
*Remboursable à la prise d’un abonnement,
offre non cumulable.
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Together
online

@ NEWS

@ FITNESS

Wakwhite: Say cheese!
Brush your teeth… anywhere

How to approach keeping fit
Julie Fairclough offers various ways of
improving your health and fitness

@ DINING

@ FASHION

Dining in Brussels: DNY Restaurant
Colin Moors heads for the Terhills

Diamonds are Antwerp’s best friend
Colin Moors checks on the current health of an
industry that makes Belgium’s second city tick

@ TOGETHER TV

@ TRAVEL

YOUR TIME IS NOW.
GO PLACES YOU NEVER THOUGHT
POSSIBLE.
Pontos S & Fiaba Date

TOGETHER MAGAZINE
EU GOLF TROPHY

Wallonia: Les Lacs de l’Eau d’Heure
Martin Banks offers the low-down on Wallonia’s
most popular holiday destination

w w w. to g eth e r m ag . e u

For more information visit MauriceLacroix.com or call +32 2 456 81 40

Starring
in Belgium
Emiliana Torrini
Far too few artists are removed from the safety of their
comfort zone. So, much respect is due to Iceland’s
Emiliana Torrini who will be leaving her regular backing
band at home and surrounding herself with locals of
The Colorist. Torrini took on the challenge of having
her songs reworked by the pivotal figures of The
Colorist Aarich Jespers (Zita Swoon) and Kobe
Proesmans (Gabriel Rios). 26 October. Ancienne
Belgique. Tickets: €19
www.abconcerts.be
Madonna
Madonna’s much anticipated ‘Rebel Heart Tour’ hits
the world stages, stopping in 35 cities, including 14 in
Europe. “Madonna is one of the artists whose
success is the most resounding in music history - her
shows are legendary and we are extremely elated to
see her back,” said Arthur Fogel, president of Global
Touring and Global Music. 28 November.
Sportpaleis. Tickets: €51-€131
www.livenation.be
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Simple Minds
The Scottish band decided to have rehearsals for their
autumn tour on Belgian soil, before putting their show
on in front of an audience. These rehearsals are set to
take place until 13 November, which is why the
Brussels show has been moved to Saturday 14
November. Forest National. Tickets: €50
www.livenation.be
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Bear’s Den
On their debut Islands, West-London trio Bear’s Den
(named after a character from Where The Wild Things
Are by M. Sendak) turn out acoustic, folky songs to
enjoy attentively much in the style of early Midlake,
Fleet Foxes, Ben Howard and Mumford & Sons. 10
October. Ancienne Belgique. Tickets: €19
www.abconcerts.be
26 I togethermag.eu
WWW.SOFITEL.COM
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CHARITY

This charity helps children
who are ‘different’ integrate
into regular schooling

Helping kids
like Romeo
R

OMEO association aims to provide opportunities for
children who are called ‘different’ because they have
learning difficulties or mild disabilities that make it
difficult for them to be part of a regular classroom. They offer
the teacher the assistance of a support person, thereby
stimulating an educational cooperation (exchange of methods
and practices), while easing the management of children
requiring special attention.

R .O.M.E.O. ASBL was born from a meeting between Nathalie
Koldrasinski, founder of the association, and little Romeo. Due
to brain damage, Romeo accumulates delays in various
spheres of development: language, psychomotor and relational
dynamics. Thanks to Nathalie’s presence in Romeo’s school,
he was able to integrate, adapt and flourish in his class, as has
Lora who suffers from stunting and developmental damage.
In September 2012, thanks to support and collaboration
between schools, other children in a second institution (Sainte
Lutgarde school in Lasne) also began to benefit from all the
attention necessary to enable them to grow in an ordinary
environment despite their difference. The association is now
active in five schools, helping 20 children.

“ HE WAS ABLE
TO INTEGRATE,
ADAPT AND
FLOURISH IN
HIS CLASS ”

The school is a place of learning for all and open to all. From a
young age, children are made aware of the values
(cooperation, respect, openness) and different realities
(disabilities, delays, differences).
- Net stigma reduction
- Improved group life
- Stimulation and dynamism in learning
- Awareness of the educational team
The benefits are many, both for the child who is ‘different’ and
those around him or her. Any donation, whatever the amount,
whether a one-off donation or a standing order helps us to
continue our work.
Donate:
No. Account: 001-6416532-58
IBAN: BE95-0016-4165-3258
romeoasbl.be

28 I togethermag.eu
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Both satellites will cover the Earth every five days,
with a field of vision of some 290km

WE MUST BE MAD...
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Fitmess

Reform your
fitness

Orsolya Nagyistok, Personal Trainer
at Aspria, explains what the Pilates
Reformer is and its fitness benefits

21

GET

FOR

12 MONTHS FULL DAY

399€
PER PERSON

LIMITED TO THE FIRST 100 PEOPLE

UNTIL 30TH SEPTEMBER 2015

M

ost people haven’t heard of Pilates
machines and those who have seen
one think it looks like some medieval
torture rack! In reality, this couldn’t be further
from the truth. The Reformer will ‘reform’ your
life. When celebs say they “do Pilates” they
usually mean they’re taking a class with this
machine.

challenging enough.
- For helping to recover from knee and ankle
injuries.
- For toning your legs and arms.
- For providing effective rehabilitation from
spinal injuries (including hernia).
- For helping those with weak abs to start a
programme and eliminate pain.

Reformer is a machine constructed by Joseph
Pilates. It’s like a sliding bed attached to springs
to provide resistance. This adjustable resistance
helps you to ‘re-form’ muscular imbalances and
tone, strengthen and lengthen the body for a
great all over workout.

The Pilates Reformer was not intended to be
used alone. The approach is more to integrate
mat work and the machine in a specific
programme to meet an individual fitness or
health goal.
Try Pilates’ Reformer – you will love it!

Using the machine provides increased tone for
the arms and legs compared with mat work.
The Reformer works to lengthen and strengthen
the muscles rather than building bulk. It
provides support for the lower back and is
perfect for an effective, non-impact stretching
and toning programme that is safe for the joints
and favoured by physiotherapists and
osteopaths.
Pilates Reformer is particularly suitable:
- If you find mat work too slow and not

Pilates is a physical fitness system developed
in the early 20th century by German physicalculturist Joseph Pilates. It is practiced
worldwide, and especially in western
countries such as Canada, the United States
and the United Kingdom.
Pilates’ system of exercises are intended to
strengthen the human mind and body. He
believed that mental and physical health were
interrelated
togethermag.eu I 33
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Nutrition

Dietician Sophie
Bruno investigates
what our ancestors
ate for supper

Going
Paleolithic
E

very now and then a
reference to the Paleolithic
diet, more commonly
known as the Paleo Diet, will
creep into conversation. This diet
advocates the diet model of eating
like cavemen did 10,000 years
ago to achieve optimal health, lose
weight and keep at bay disease.
The diet appears to have gained
popularity in recent years, as
many of the recommendations
appear to make sense and mirror
some of the guidance advocated
by national food-based guidelines.
But is this primal diet the remedy
to obtain sustained weight loss?

little Soft
moments
Grand Place | Manneken Pis | Sablon | Stéphanie
www.godiva.be

This article will appraise this trendy
diet and investigate further what
the science says. However, as a
general rule, before embarking on
any diet it is important to exercise
some caution; always carry out
some thorough research, also
examining what the critics have to
say. Weigh up the pros and cons
prior to making an informed
decision.
Which foods are allowed on
the Paleo Diet?
The Paleo diet promotes the
Stone Age diet model in order to
achieve optimal health. Foods that
can be hunted, fished or gathered
are permitted: grass-fed meat,
fish, shellfish, poultry, eggs,
vegetables, fruits, nuts, seeds,
grass-fed butter and some oils
(olive, walnut, flaxseed,
macadamia, avocado and
togethermag.eu I 35
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Nutrition

coconut). The Paleo diet highlights selecting
meat from pasture-fed or sustainably raised
animals.
Which foods are forbidden on the
Paleo Diet?
The general rule of thumb is that if cavemen did
not eat it, then you should not either. No grains
are permitted (barley, wheat, corn, oats and
rice), no dairy (milk, yogurt, regular butter and
cheese), no legumes (all beans, lentils, peas,
peanuts and all peanut products, soybeans
and soy products), starchy vegetables
(potatoes), no refined sugar, no salt, no cured
meats (cured ham, salami and sausages), no
packaged or processed foods. Why?
According to the Paleo proponents, our bodies
are genetically predisposed to eating this way.
They blame the agricultural revolution and the
addition of grains, legumes and dairy to the
human diet for the onset of chronic diseases,
for example obesity, diabetes and heart
disease.
What are the benefits and concerns of
adopting this lifestyle?
Two benefits of the Paleo diet are that it
eliminates the reliance on refined carbohydrates
and is low in sugar. Furthermore, it helps to
eliminate processed snack foods that are high
in energy and nutrient-poor. On the contrary,
whole grains and legumes, which are forbidden
on primal diets, are an important source of fibre
and nutrients, as well as being an eco-friendly
source of plant-based protein. In addition,
whole grains have been linked to improved
health by reducing heart disease and cancer.
Furthermore, recent evidence suggests that
dairy may have a beneficial role to play in weight
loss and reduced risk of cardiovascular
disease.
The Paleo diet encourages inclusion of fruit and
vegetables, which is in line with the majority of
national food-based dietary guidelines.
However, the over-reliance of the Paleo diet on
meat could contribute to increased risk of
cardiovascular disease due to the high levels of
saturated fat often contained in meat.
Furthermore, this is not aligned with national
recommendations, which typically encourage
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Fulfilling your
potential

the reduction of red meat consumption for
better health.
Eliminating whole grains, legumes and dairy is
not the remedy to curb disease and promote
weight loss. On the contrary, it could potentially
be risky. These foods are nutrient-rich as they
contain important vitamins and minerals,
including calcium. Eliminating entire food groups
could lead to nutrient deficiencies unless they
are supplemented.
The advocating of coconut oil is controversial
as it is exceedingly high in saturated fat – it is
composed of about 85% saturated fatty acids.
The scientific evidence shows a direct
correlation of these types of saturated fatty
acids with the raising of total cholesterol and
LDL-cholesterol. As such, most national
recommendations only recommend the
occasional consumption of coconut oil or in
small amounts as part of a healthy, balanced
diet.
Although weight loss is often achieved with this
diet, since fewer calories are being consumed,
it is very difficult to maintain such an ultrarestrictive diet long-term; it could also promote
yo-yo dieting which is detrimental for health.
Weight will be regained as soon as ‘forbidden’
foods are re-introduced into the diet.
We live in a society where it is almost
impossible to eat exactly as our ancestors ate.
Furthermore, it may be difficult to follow such a
restrictive diet model due to the lack of variety
and the need for supplementation of certain
‘excluded’ nutrients. Moreover, the Paleo diet
can be very expensive.
As a lasting note though, the majority of us
would benefit from taking some Paleo ‘themes’
and applying them to our eating habits: eat
more fruit and vegetables, reduce refined
carbohydrates, eat less sugar and try to buy
sustainably raised meats, poultry and fish.
These Paleo recommendations are consistent
with widely accepted nutrition
recommendations and could help to achieve
improved health.

I

Martin Banks talks to experts
TCS to find out more about the
benefits of professional coaching

t is not just lavishly
paid athletes who
might benefit from a
spot of expert coaching.
Whether it is in our
personal or professional
lives, many of us could do
with some help. And that
is exactly where the
Training & Coaching
Square (TCS) comes in.
This is a Brussels-based,
tailor-made service that
offers specialized
coaching courses. Just
like the top coaches from
the world of sport it offers
ways of helping us all to
fulfil our full potential and
get the most out of our
lives.
It might be better known to
some under its former
name, The Coaching
Square, but the name was
changed to Training &
Coaching Square to
represent the fact that it
also trains people, not only
to be future coaches but
also in leadership and
other skills.
Marleen Boen explains how it all works, saying,
“Imagine that you are hoping to achieve certain
goals but you are struggling to get there. You
cannot see the wood for the trees. Where do
you start? How do you make the next step?”
The answer, according to Training & Coaching
Square, may lie with the small team of specially-

trained coaches they
employ. Each has been
screened to the strict
standards of the
International Coach
Federation and possesses
broad experience in
coaching.
“TCS finds the perfect
match for the client to
ensure that the coaching
process will produce the
best possible outcome,”
says Marleen.
TCS has individual
‘coachees’ among its
clients, but also
companies/organisations,
including large
corporations.
Marleen is understandably
reluctant to divulge the
identity of them, saying, “I
am not sure whether the
individual persons want
the outside world to know
that they are being
coached.”
Personal coaching
involves embarking on a programme of several
sessions (the number and duration of sessions
depends on the specific goals) during which
you will be asked to examine the reasons
behind any perceived inefficiency and/or lack of
progress.
“As soon as these bottlenecks have been
identified, the coach helps to define one’s own
solutions. This provides extra motivation and
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helps the client to get started in putting these
plans into action,” adds Marleen.

competences of the ICF.”
So what does all this achieve and lead to?

Each session lasts approximately two hours
but, ideally, TCS does not just book one
session but three to five in order to start the
whole process moving. TCS also offers
business coaching designed to address issues
such as increasing company turnover,
becoming more productive and yielding higher
return on investment.
“We are convinced,” adds Marleen, “that
personal growth and development are key
factors in the success of any business.”
She stresses that business coaching is “vastly
different” to business consultancy, adding,
“Consultants will tell you what you should be
doing but our coaches will help you come up
with your own solutions and help you grow with
your business.”
Professional business coaches start by trying to
grasp the needs and expectations of the client.
“Their systematic questions are designed to aid
and help identify factors that are detrimental or
beneficial to the client’s business,” she says.
“Developing oneself further as a business
director and developing your staff will lead to
success in the long term. Professional business
coaching facilitates sustainable improvement,
increased creativity, commitment and a sense
of responsibility.”
TCS Belgium was established in 2005 and is
managed by two managing directors, Marleen
Boen and Leen Lambrechts. They are
supported by a core team of five professional
certified coaches.
In addition to its TCS partners, it relies on a
network of more than 50 experienced and
professional coaches.
“The main advantage of working with TCS,”
says Marleen, “is the quality label our coaches
receive. We provide permanent supervision for
those coaches working with us and all have
been screened for the 11 coaching
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Well, according to TCS, coaching, be it
personal or business, leads to personal
success and achieving a desired change in life,
as well as further growth and development of
your organisation.
“Coaching,” adds Marleen, “is pro-active and is
aimed at reaching one’s full potential. You do
not have to have a ‘problem’ in order to deserve
a coach. But if you feel that you have run into
an obstacle, then the coach supports you in
overcoming it. This is done though on the basis
of one’s own inner force and at one’s own
speed.”
When it comes to quantifying ‘success’,
Marleen notes, “Success is broad. For the
person doing the coaching it depends on him/
herself. For instance, did the coaching have any
impact? If so, what impact? What changed?
How did the experience transform that person?
“For the people who attend the training, it
depends on the training but various
competences should be met.”
She notes that coaching can have a “great and
long lasting” impact and lead to “considerable
changes and improvements”, both at work and
in your personal life.
“Coaching,” she suggests, “increases your
awareness of your own capabilities and talents
which will help you become more efficient in
these oh-so-busy times.”
So, it is all about delivering tangible results in
dealing with things like stress, communication
techniques and dealing with sensitive issues.
www.coachingsquare.be

• CONVERSION OF THE “CLINIQUE DES 2 ALICE”
• WIDE CHOICE OF APARTMENTS:
1BR (50 M² TO 70 M²) – 2BR (90 M² TO 110 M²) – 3BR (120 M² TO 180 M²)
• TAILORED APARTMENTS POSSIBLE FROM 250 M²
• LARGE PRIVATE TERRACES (MINIMUM DEPTH OF 2.85 M)
• CEILING HEIGHTS UNTIL 3.1 M
• BEAUTIFUL FINISHES AND DETAILS
• EXCEPTIONAL ENERGY AND ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE
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Just beyond 30,
Gemma Rose
asks herself
whether it’s
about time she
grows up.

Gemma
growing up

A

t my age, my
Mum was
married with
three children and a
home-owner. I am
unmarried, childless
and I rent a titchy
one-bedroom flat. Is it
time for me to grow
up?

We visited most of the
other international schools.
BSB was the school
we liked the best.”
Brann family from Australia
(who chose BSB Primary for their children)

For more information visit

www.britishschool.be

• 1,350 students fro
m ages 1-18 years
• 70 nati on alities
• British-based curr
iculum up to age 16
• Students aged 16-1
8 ye
to offer A Levels, IB ars - on ly sc hool
D
French/English bilin gu iploma and BTEC
al
for ages 4-14 years education available
• Outstanding academ
ic results
• Wide choice of extr
a-curricular activities

Millenials (those born
between the early 80s
and early noughties)
have been getting a
lot of flak lately. They
have been described
as narcissistic, selfindulgent and selfish,
forming the
#GenerationMe. They
are graciously called
boomerang kids or failure to launch. This
phenomenon is not just apparent in Europe
andr North America. In Japan, those failing to
launch by 30 are labelled parasite singles.
GenerationMe just can’t seem to grow up.
In the 2010 article ‘What is it about 20–
somethings?’, the New York Times asked why
20-somethings are slow to become adults. The
reasons: the acceptance of pre-marital sex and
cohabitation have meant that couples do not
need to formally commit to one another; birth
control has allowed women to delay having
children; higher qualifications as a prerequisite
for junior positions has increased the time
spent in education; rising cost of living has left
many young people with no option but to return
home. Another suggestion by the author is that
parents may not want their children to grow up

too soon, perhaps to avoid repeating their
mistakes or regrets. Plus, longer life expectancy
gives 20-somethings more time to experiment,
to have fun and to go off track.
But there is a danger in taking one’s time. In her
2013 TED Talk, ‘Why 30 is not the new 20’
(which has had over 7.5 million views to date),
clinical psychologist Meg Jay warns against
20-somethings idly living out their twenties,
naively believing that the serious stuff only
starts at 30. She says that those who do so are
more likely to end up making poorer choices in
love and career since they are under immediate
pressure to settle down.
Is Meg Jay at odds with the psychology
professor Jeffrey Jensen Arnett (of Clark
University, Massachusetts), who dedicated the
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25. The older we are
the more developed
our brain is to ask
the important
questions and to
make more rational
decisions.

last 15 years researching and promoting the life
stage of ‘emerging adulthood’? This life stage
starts at 18 and usually ends at 25. People in
this age group are no longer adolescents, nor
have they reached adulthood. Arnett finds that
at this stage they are more self-focused than
any other time in their lives. They feel uncertain
about the future yet they remain optimistic. In
emerging adulthood, young people explore
work possibilities, romantic liaisons and
themselves. They can do so relatively safely
since they are free from parental surveillance
and the pressure of having to make long-term
commitments. In Arnett’s view “emerging adults
develop skills for daily living, gain a better
understanding of who they are and what they
want from life and begin to build a foundation
for their adult lives”.
Furthermore, it could be smarter to delay
adulthood until one is in their late twenties
because the brain is not fully mature until one is
about 25 years old. The New York Times article
refers to a study by the National Institute of
Mental Health, where scientists found that “the
limbic system (where our emotion originates)
explodes during puberty, but the prefrontal
cortex (which manages our emotions) keeps on
maturing for another 10 years”. In fact, scientists
suppose that there is continued growth beyond

When do we
become adults? For
the emerging adults
surveyed by Arnett,
becoming an adult
was not achieved by
reaching the
traditional
milestones: finishing
education, settling
into a career, getting
married and having
kids. Rather, it was
attained by
developing certain
qualities of character: accepting responsibility
for one’s self, making independent decisions
and becoming financially independent.
Arnett notes that emerging adults do not want
to stay emerging forever, and very few will
remain so beyond 30: “Once they have
established that they have learned to stand
alone – and only then – they will be ready to
commit themselves to enduring roles and longterm commitment to others in love and work.”

IGNITING BUSINESS EXCELLENCE THROUGH PERSONAL GROWTH
BEING
COACHED

BECOME A
PROFESSIONAL COACH

CHALLENGE
THE LEADER IN YOU

TOWARDS A DYNAMIC
PEOPLE MANAGEMENT

Individual and
Team Coaching

Coach Training, Certification
and Specialisation

High Impact Training
Programmes

Strategic Advice
and Mentoring

• Change coaching
• Mentoring & Executive
coaching
• Managerial coaching
• Entrepreneurial coaching
• Insights® & Enneagram
• Dealing with stress
• Total experience team coaching

• ROOT-GROW certification
programme: Professional
Certified Coach
• BLOOM & BLOSSOM advanced
coaching programmes
• Starlight
• Coaching vitamins
• Team coaching training for
coaches

• Coaching skills for leaders
• People focused management
• Team coaching skills for
managers
• Communication with impact
• Feedback skills
• Dealing with conflicts
• Everyday negotiation

• Coaching & feedback culture
implementation
• Internal coaching policy
• Vision on sustainable people
management
• Values, mission, vision
discovery and refinement
• Supervision and intervision for
internal coaches

There are many differences between my
position and that of my Mum’s at my age. But
the most remarkable difference is that I went
through emerging adulthood whereas she didn’t
and most likely, couldn’t. I spent a good part of
my twenties exploring careers, living abroad,
questioning my beliefs and meeting the right
and wrong people. I was full of uncertainty and
fear. Yet, I took more risks and I determinedly
muddled through, developing character and
resilience in the process.
I have learnt to stand alone. Now I’m ready to
commit.

TAKE THE NEXT STEP IN YOUR LIFE AND WORK
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Harmonizing
asylum policy

Gerry
Callaghan
wonders what’s
next in the
refugee dilemma

I

n July, the EU’s
border agency,
Frontex, detected
around 107,500 people
arriving outside regular
migration channels.
Nearly 340,000 such
migrants were seen so
far this year arriving in
the EU, mostly in Italy,
Greece and Hungary.
In a statement, Frontex
said: “Syrians and
Afghans accounted for
the lion’s share of the
record number of
migrants entering the
EU illegally. Most of them, fleeing instability in
their home countries, initially entered Greece
from Turkey.”
Fabrice Leggeri, Executive Director of Frontex,
said, “This is an emergency situation for Europe
that requires all EU member states to step in to
support the national authorities who are taking
on a massive number of migrants at their
borders.”
In Libya, two rival governments are battling for
control, and Islamic State militants have entered
the country to exploit the instability. The turmoil
has allowed people traffickers’ more freedom to
exploit migrants’ desperation.
Wars raging in Syria and Iraq are also big
factors in Europe’s increasing migration
problem. Syria’s Middle Eastern neighbours
have already taken in nearly three million
refugees, while millions more are displaced
inside Syria.
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Europe’s over-the-top security response has
been ineffective and urgently needs an aboutturn. Millions have been spent on border
security at Calais, but this has only resulted in
more desperation and riskier entry attempts
among the people there. Look at the SpanishMoroccan and Greek-Turkish borders, where
tough cross-border policing and tall fences
have shifted routes towards riskier maritime
crossings. Libya signed a Friendship Treaty with
Italy in 2009, smoothing the way for pushbacks,
detentions and expulsions, only to result in
rerouted flows towards Greece.
Despite the unsuccessful attempts to stop
entry, governments are going further, with
fences, patrols and even military vessels,
supposedly deployed to
destroy the smugglers’ boats
pre-emptively, while refusing
any sharing of responsibility or
any common approach to the
situation.

2050, Portugal will be the country in Europe
that is home to the smallest proportion of
children, with just 11.5% of the population
expected to be under the age of 15.
Also, in Italy the retired population is soaring,
with the proportion of over-65s set to rise from
2.7% last year to 18.8% in 2050, meaning that
the country needs an influx of workers to propup social services.
However, Germany’s birth rate was found to be
higher than it has been for 13 years, thanks to
the 33,000, or 4.8%, more babies born last
year than in 2013. Nevertheless, the scale of
the demographic crisis in Europe’s largest
economy is finally being realized. Women who
do give birth are bearing relatively few children
(averaging 1.4). Experts say to
keep the population at its
current rate it would need to
rise to just over two.

“ THIS IS AN

EMERGENCY

Only Scandinavia appears to be
dealing with the demographic
storm with any sort of success,
partly thanks to generous
parental leave systems, stable
economies, and, in the cases
of Sweden and Norway, high net immigration.

SITUATION

For years the EU has been struggling to
harmonize asylum policy with the difficulty in
having 28 member states, each with their own
police force and judiciary. At the moment, the
Dublin Regulation states that the responsibility
for the claim lies with the member state in which
the applicant arrived.
In the first quarter of 2015, Eurostat highlighted
the countries receiving most asylum applicants
as Germany at 32%, Hungary 18%, Italy and
France at 8% and Sweden at 6%. These five
member States account for around 80% of all
EU asylum applications.
EU governments argued over a proposal to
spread the burden of housing migrants through
a quota system. Eventually they agreed to take
32,500 asylum seekers from Syria and Eritrea
over the next two years, falling short of the
original 40,000 target. Another 20,000
refugees, currently in UNHCR camps, would
also be transferred to the EU, but the details
have not yet been agreed.

The irony is that as police and
security forces battle to keep
migrants at bay, a demographic
crisis is unfolding across
Europe. We desperately need more young
people to run our health services, populate our
rural areas and look after our elderly as our
societies are no longer self-sustaining.

FOR EUROPE ”

In Portugal, the population has been shrinking
since 2010. Projections by the National
Statistics Institute suggest the population could
fall from 10.5 million to 6.3 million by 2060.
According to the Portuguese Prime Minister,
Pedro Passos Coelho, “We’ve got really serious
problems.”
Hundreds of thousands of Portuguese have
left, hoping to find better opportunities abroad.
Coelho has said the next 10 to 15 years would
be decisive in reversing the trend. Last year he
said that if no action is taken “these issues will
only be solved by a miracle”.
The EU’s Eurostat agency estimates that by

“We do face an ageing population but the
problem is not so alarming due to relatively high
fertility rates,” says Nizar Chakkour of Statistics
Sweden.
“One common explanation is that in Sweden it
is possible to combine motherhood with a
working life,” he argues. “It is not only the
parental leave; it is also the subsidised childcare
and the gender equality.”
For Swedes, improving the demographic profile
is advanced as one of the most powerful
arguments in favour of immigration. At a
meeting in Brussels in June, Prime Minister
Stefan Löfven enjoined other European
countries to follow his country’s example.
Hopefully the rest of us will see some sense in
the argument.
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Sentinel:
Watching over us

outside the military. Because the turnover of
data is so rapid (14.3 revolutions per day and a
5 day ‘revisit’ lapse), it will be easier to monitor
changes and follow trends.
Sentinel-2A provides a ‘colour layer’,
complementing the existing photographic all-

“ ILLEGAL FISHING

Our technology expert Colin
Moors is keeping an eye on us
from way up there

Photo © esa.int

ATTEMPTS CAN BE
RECORDED AND
PLANS MADE TO
AVERT POTENTIAL
DISASTERS ”
weather data already provided by Sentinel-1A.
Using a high resolution colour camera with 13
spectral bands, it can provided simulated
colour overlays describing temperature, the
status of crops and glacier monitoring,
alongside a host of other practical applications.

O

n June 22 of this year, a rocket took off
from French Guyana carrying what was
possibly one of the most important
payloads ever shot into the void by the
European Union. In a joint effort by the EU and
the European Space Agency (ESA) the rather
boringly named Sentinel-2A satellite was sent to
join its twin, Sentinel-1A, which was launched in
April of last year.
Boring names perhaps but the function of these
stellar twins is anything but. They are the first
steps in an extremely ambitious trans-European
effort, the Copernicus programme. As you are
no doubt aware, Nicolaus Copernicus was a
Polish scholar who wore many different hats.
He is most famous for his model of the universe
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that placed the sun at the centre and
revolutionized the way scientists thought about
how the universe functioned. A fitting name for
a project that promises to be one of the most
ambitious ever seen in Europe or indeed the
world.
From a basic viewpoint these satellites, along
with Sentinel-2B, scheduled for this time next
year, will provide high resolution shots of the
entire world’s surface, including coastal waters.
From a slightly more technical viewpoint, both
satellites will cover the Earth every five days,
with a field of vision of some 290km. At a height
of 786 km and offering a graphical resolution
down to as close as 10m, the satellites
represent some of the best hardware available

All this is very well but why should we be
getting so excited about yet another piece of
hardware whizzing around above us? Well, if
you are a hardcore European, you could take
pleasure in knowing it is an all-European project
involving 42 separate companies with input
from service providers and data users. If you
aren’t, that doesn’t matter. The system has
many features designed to not only improve the
lot of Europeans but the world as a whole.
Real-world applications currently using Sentinel
data include:
- A Danish company that takes the data in order
to predict the spawning of algae blooms that
plague the country’s coastline from time to time.
Using data models based on Copernicus

output, they can successfully monitor and
predict the appearance of this threat to the flora
and fauna of their shoreline.
- The so-called Coral Triangle around Papua
New Guinea, The Philippines and Malaysia is
home to 30% of the world’s coral and the
largest known concentration of tuna. Due to
global warming and illegal fishing respectively,
these resources are under threat – a threat that
has the potential to affect some 50 million
Indonesians whose livelihoods depend on the
tourism and fishing of these waters. Using
Copernicus data, ocean temperatures, pollution
levels and even illegal fishing attempts can be
recorded and plans made to avert potential
disasters.
While the arguments over borders, fishing rights
and global warming rage on, there is one
practical application of Sentinel/Copernicus
data that should be widely accepted as a good
thing – emergency monitoring. Using satellite
data and in situ data supplied via agencies or
crowdsourced applications such as
OpenStreetMap, Copernicus data has been
used in situations as diverse as the Ebola
outbreak in Guinea, the grounding of the cruise
liner Costa Concordia, the ongoing relief efforts
in Haiti and the recent flooding in BosniaHerzegovina and Serbia. In this last case, the
two countries asked the international
community for aid and the EMS (Copernicus
Emergency Management Service) provided
flood mapping data to the hydrological services
in the Balkan region and the lower Danube river
basin to assist in decision-making and early
warning.
Is there a ‘bottom line’ to all this? No. The
satellites are funded by the European taxpayer
but the data are, in principle, available to
anyone who asks, free of charge. Obviously,
there will be some restrictions where national or
international security may be at risk but aside
from this consideration, it’s described by the
project as “public goods”. This said, it’s unlikely
that you, the reader and would-be casual user
of satellite data will be getting your hands on it
very soon, as a subscription is required. Still,
there’s always Google Earth to play with.
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Pop In The City
Jeanie Keogh meets a bunch of
women who think a holiday includes
playing football blindfold

O

n September 26 and 27 in Brussels,
women from all over Europe will raid the
city in an all-women challenge called
Pop In The City to increase the presence of
women in public space, equal opportunity and
offer an alternative to traditional tourism.
Women from Belgium, France, Switzerland,
Italy, Germany, England and the United States
will come to Brussels to ‘race’ against each
other by completing 25 challenges in five
categories - art, culture, sport, extreme and
solidarity.
The purpose is to encourage women to meet
and create relationships with women of all ages
and from all walks of life through participating in
a series of empowering activities that push
them to go beyond their limits. It also allows
women to travel to the less-trodden areas of a
foreign city safely and interact with the locals.
Two-person teams of women ages 19 to 67
(thus far) will take off from Park Royale at 9 a.m.
on Saturday morning, going from station to
station to accomplish as many challenges as
they can as they navigate the city via public
transportation, hitchhiking or on foot. An
example of what participants will do during the
two-day event is learn light painting using a
special photo technique, take a classical ballet
class, try their hand at chocolate making, zipline
down the Atomium and play wheelchair
basketball. Post-event, women return to the
hotel before heading out to an upscale,
undisclosed venue for a chic soiree.
The Brussels edition will be the ninth Pop In The
City and is the first time the event will be hosted
in a capital city. The initiative was kick started a
few years ago by three French women who set
out to create a travelling environment wherein
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“ THE FOUNDERS’
GOAL WAS TO FIND
A WAY TO HELP
WOMEN COME OUT
OF THEIR SHELLS ”
women could have an authentic, meaningful
connection with local people while visiting a
new city. Women came away with memories of
a life-changing experience, clear when you see
that 35% of the women participated a second
time.
The organizers provided a platform for women
to make the switch from being passive
observers or spectators in society to active
participants. Beyond this, the founders’ goal
was to find a way to help women come out of
their shells and have the courage to try things
they wouldn’t ordinarily try. The take-away for
the host city is that the event is communitybuilding: local experts share their skills,
volunteers man stations and local businesses
act as official partners. Also, 10% of the places

are reserved for low income or marginalized
participants with sponsorship made possible by
feminist organizations and community centres.
Third-time participant Marlene, who attended
the press conference, attested to the influence
it had on her life, saying it was a revelation for
her and a reconciliation with women because
the event was a win-win environment that
fostered healthy competition, something that
many women had never had the chance to
experience.
“It’s a bit silly what I’m going to say, but we have
this idea that women are against each other,
that they pull each other’s hair out, but here,
you spend the day and the evening with 250
women and have an extraordinary time,”
Marlene said.
Marlene was not an athlete, nor was she out to
achieve a personal physical best as she might
have wanted to do if she had entered a more
traditional marathon. Rather, she wanted to do
something interactive and out of the ordinary
while discovering another way to have fun.
“It was a really good experience because you
are sharing with others. What interests me is
not the 50 challenges because it’s actually not
possible to do all of them anyway, but to get to

a station and say ‘hello, what are you doing and
why are you doing it’,” she said.
The most rewarding part for her was arriving at
one of the stations set up at a woman’s home.
There, several women in their sixties were
serving regional wine and sausages while
participants played a game of pétanque.
“We were in a small backyard courtyard and
the average age of the women was 65. The
people who were there were just there for the
happiness of life,” Marlene said. She also spoke
enthusiastically about what it was like to play
blind football at one of the solidarity challenges
at the Nice edition of Pop In The City in France.
“It’s crazy the feelings you have when you can’t
see anymore. You have to do everything with
your ears and you discover new things about
yourself and what exists outside your little
cocoon,” she said.
Whether you sign up for Pop In The City with
your mother, aunt, daughter, sister, friend or
colleague, the event promises to broaden
horizons and engender a new way for women
to relate to each other in the spirit of
togetherness. Check it out at popinthecity.com,
on Facebook, or Twitter and Instagram at @
popineurope and get in the game.
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Just remember the simple joy of mimicking a healthy glow
with some good old-fashioned powder blush
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Rental luxury
Cote d’Azur Villas gives us the lowdown on
some very prestigious luxury rentals

The White House – Cannes
An exceptional and unique Belle Époque property dating from
1872, recently restored to its former grandeur located two
minutes from the centre of Cannes and just 200 metres from
the beach. This stunning building includes two master
bedroom suites, four additional bedrooms, a private pool,
sauna and some of the most amazing marble bathrooms
found in a private home. A magnificent terrace runs along the
front the villa offering a unique venue for private parties or just
relaxing with drinks al fresco. This impressive property
promises style and elegance and provides the perfect place
for those looking for the opulence, typical of the French Riviera.
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Villa Contessa
A magnificent Belle
Époque villa set in the hills
just above the vibrant
town of Cannes and with
the most spectacular of
sea views along the
Mediterranean coast. Just
10 minutes’ drive from the
heart of Cannes and the
beaches, Villa Contessa
has been restored to its
former glory combining
original features with all
the comforts of modern
living. This is a stunning
home which sleeps 12
guests in six bedrooms
and includes stunning
contemporary living areas.
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Villa Oxyene
One of the most exceptional,
contemporary properties to be
found on the Cote d’Azur, Villa
Oxyene is the epitome of luxury
and sophistication. Complete with
household staff there is nothing to
be done except to relax and
enjoy the amazing views. There
are four bedrooms in the main
house with an additional two in
the adjacent guest house. There
is also a private heated eco pool,
Jacuzzi, and a spa area with
sauna and steam room. Located
just a few minutes’ drive from St
Jean Cap Ferrat this is one of the
most sought after locations on
the Cote d’Azur.

Plein Soleil
A stunning designer villa, built around
a vast ‘courtyard’ style garden
complete with lush green lawn, heated
pool and wonderful exterior living and
dining areas. There are stunning
contemporary artworks at every turn,
including bespoke sculptures in the
gardens. There are six bedrooms and
sumptuous living and dining areas. All
the rooms open directly on to the
gardens and pool area and there is an
additional private pool on the master
bedroom terrace. Just a stroll to Salins
Beach and within a five minute drive of
the centre of St Tropez this is a villa
that will never fail to disappoint even
the most discerning traveller.
www.cotedazurvillarentals.com
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Dreaming about the holidays

Disc���� ��� Ar����e� �n� �h�o��
y��� f�v��i�� vaca�i�� h���!

Ardennes-Etape selected the very best holiday houses in the
Ardennes. Midst a range of over 1400 holiday houses, you
will definitely find your ultimate match: cosy chalets, luxury
villas or authentic castles. Spring, summer, fall or winter...
each season in the Ardennes has its own characteristics and
typical beauty.

www.Ardennes-Etape.com

LIFESTYLE
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You make
me blush

Our beauty expert Delphine
Stefens offers advice on how to glow

S

till not sure what contouring is? Forget about it
and just remember the simple joy of mimicking a
healthy glow with some good old-fashioned
powder blush or a more creamy or gel-like alternative.
Go for pink if you need a little pick-me-up or coral if you
want a warmer glow. Just smile and add some color
from the middle of your cheekbone and blend it lightly all
the way up to your hairline. Et voilà! It truly is as simple
as that and yet makes all the difference. And to open
your eyes, you can even apply a little blush with your
brush – or fingertips for more precision – just
underneath your outer eyebrow.

Chanel
Blush Joues
Contraste
Alezane
(€40).

Dior
Diorblusch
Cheek Stick
in 675
Cosmopolite
Coral (€36).

Givenchy Blush Mémoire de
Forme Rose Délicat (37 euro).
Exclusively available at Ici Paris XL
and online: www.iciparisxl.com
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STEAL HEARTS

Coach · Escada · Furla · Guess · HUGO BOSS
Karen Millen · Liu.Jo · Neuville · Versace
and many more

H&M Powder Blush (€7.99).

Other Stories Pink
lip & Cheek Colour
(€15).

Yves Saint
Laurent Beauté
Kiss And Blush
N°13 Corail
Incandescent
(€36.50.

Urban Decay Naked
Flushed (€34). Exclusively
available at Ici Paris XL rue
Neuve in Brussels and
online: www.iciparisxl.com

Only one hour from Brussels. Book the free Shopping Express® luxury coach service
from the centre of Brussels to Maasmechelen Village, using the promotional code
‘TOGETHER’ at MaasmechelenVillage.com/shoppingexpress.
Open on Sundays and bank holidays. In September, open every day until 19.00.

More than 100 luxury outlet boutiques, offering savings of 30% to
60% on the recommended retail price.
Guerlain Rose aux Joues Blush
Tendre in 06 Pink Me Up (€48.20).
# M A A S M EC H E L E N V I L L AG E
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shopping day

in Maasmechelen village

Photographer: Aylen Torres
Stylist: Nicholas Sirot
Makeup artist: Noël inocencio
Models: Joyce & William @ Hakim Models management
Special thanks to Maasmechelen village stores
HER
Total look: Essentiel
Top: Sandro
HIM
Polo: Lacoste
Trousers: Essentiel
Leather jacket: Sandro

HIM
TotaL look: Essentiel
HER
Total look: Tommy Hilfiger

Shorts: Essentiel

Leather jacket: Supertrash

Top: Sandro

Dress: Supertrash
Pullover: Essentiel

Leather dress: Sandro
Sunglasses: Lacoste

Total look: Tommy Hilfiger
Leather dress: Sandro
Coat: Essentiel

Polo: Lacoste
Coat: Essentiel

Hoodie: Sandro
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Shopping
Bulgari
Serpenti Tubogas ring in rose gold and diamondpaved (0.20 ct). €6,700
www.bulgari.com

Scapa
Little beige bag from the Belgian
upscale luxury brand: €429
www.scapaworld.com

Inspiration printanière by

Fleurs de ma Passion
Chaussée de Bruxelles 107 à 1410 Waterloo • 02 354 67 65 • fleursdemapassion@waterloo.eu

www.fleursdemapassion.be

BVLGARI AQVA DIVINA
A solar Eau de Toilette, graced with the most sunkissed wonders of the Mediterranean. It captures the
dazzling freshness of bergamot, the gracefulness of
magnolia and the voluptuousness of amber. 65ml.
€69.95
www.bulgari.com
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Tollet Jewellers
From the Simbolo collection, white gold bracelet set with
diamonds, creating an illusion that emphasizes their brilliance.
Price on request. www.tollet.com

Ginette NY
Ring by Marseille-born Frédérique Dessemond.
Resolutely contemporary, sensual and refined, the
brand offers a unique interpretation of jewelery.
€510 - www.ginette-ny.com
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L E N O U V E AU PA R F U M

www.dior.com - Dior OnLine 02/6200000

I.Ma.Gi.N Jewels
Double W Bracelet in
black gold from the
AW15 collection. €49
www.imaginjewels.com

Maurice Lacroix
The new Eliros models are
powered by a high-quality
Swiss quartz movement
and equipped with the
Maurice Lacroix
characteristics such
as the sapphire crystal
with anti-reflective
coating and a stainless
steel case waterresistant up to 5 bar. €645
www.mauricelacroix.com

LIFESTYLE

COMPETITION

Shopping

Dior Sauvage
Dior announce “a raw name that speaks of an intimate connection
with one’s true nature. A ‘sauvage’ with the Dior touch, tightly
balanced between his inborn animal and a natural sophistication.”
Eau de Toilette 60ml €87.50, Eau de Toilette 100ml €120.50,
After Shave Lotion 100ml €80.50, Deodorant Spray 150ml
€43.50 - www.dior.com

Cartier
Reine Makéda necklace. Platinum, one
15.29-carat oval-shaped ruby from Mozambique,
one 3.51-carat D IF round-shaped rose-cut
diamond, one 5.10-carat E VS2 pear-shaped
rose-cut diamond, cabochon-cut and faceted ruby
beads, pear-shaped rose-cut diamonds, calibrated
diamonds, brilliant-cut diamonds. The ruby
chocker and the diamond
necklace can be worn
separately. Price on
request
www.cartier.com

Together has 15 stunning Venezi necklaces
to give away (retail value €99.90)

Venice: Source of inspiration
The origins of the Carnival of Venice date back to the Italian Renaissance,
around 1450.
During these times of celebration, everyone, rich and poor, would mingle in those
days, endeavouring to outdo each in their talent for wearing the most magnificent
jewellery, imitation or genuine, in abundance and with creativity and elegance.
This is the spirit that has inspired Venizi since its beginnings, placing luxury within
reach of everyone, with, in addition, a demand for quality applied to each of its
creations.
Steel: Strength, purity and modernity
VENIZI solid steel jewellery is increasingly ‘cool’. It is completely stainless
(quality grade L 316), offering clean lines with a structured design. The
pleasure of pleasing… is also a male attribute; the desire to appeal is no
longer the sole prerogative of women.
Pieces to attract, charm and delight

Photo © Cartier

www.venizi.com
Send an email to paul@togethermedia.eu
with the subject heading Venezi.

Ice-Fly: The desire to fly away
Fly off into a colourful world with The Ice-Fly watch,
covered in a smattering of subtle and delicate prints with
butterflies. The collection’s crisp and luminous colours
(lavender, luminous mint and even tomato) bring the
elusiveness of nature to life. Small (38mm) and Unisex
(43mm). 8 colours: €79 - www.ice-watch.com
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As you approach Cape Town airport it becomes
immediately clear why the ‘Mother City’ is unique
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Lea Seydoux:
On the road
to the A-list
Together sits down with a French actress
who has just joined the hallowed
pantheon of Bond Girls

L

ea Seydoux is talking absolute rubbish. Or she’s fishing for
compliments. The stunning 30 year-old Parisienne, relaxed in dark
jeans and a white shirt, with her hair scraped back tight, believes her
features are not beautiful enough to be a Bond girl.
“Oh my God, I was not sure myself when I got the part,” she laughs,
brandishing that fabulous Gallic gap in her teeth. “I really didn’t think I was
pretty enough to play her.”
Considering she’s a French bombshell, whose fronted campaigns for Louis
Vuitton and Mui Mui, not to mention also chosen as the face of Prada Candy
fragrance, surely there must be a slight disconnect in what Seydoux sees in
the mirror.
Acting for ten years, the actress was making small ripples in European
cinema, earning a Cesar nomination for Promising Newcomer for (ironically)
Christophe Honore’s The Beautiful Person.
Soon Hollywood took notice and cast the star in a number of small
significant roles including Tarantino’s Inglorious Basterds, Woody Allen’s
Midnight in Paris and alongside Tom Cruise in Mission Impossible: Ghost
Protocol.
And in the past two years, Seydoux has been making her first steps towards
the A-list, thanks to an award-winning turn in Sapphic drama, Blue Is the
Warmest Colour and her subsequent new role as Bond Girl Madeleine
Swann in the latest 007 chapter, Spectre.
While little is known of the plot, proceedings follow on from billion dollar hit,
Skyfall, which sees Bond on the trail of a mysterious organisation and
protecting the daughter of a powerful enemy (Seydoux)
But as Lea reveals, Madeleine is no ordinary Bond girl and doesn’t need
007’s protection.
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“ MADELEINE
IS NO
ORDINARY
BOND GIRL ”

Charming yet shy, she gushes about her place
in the revered franchise and what it means. She
also discusses her botched audition, feminism,
dreams of Dragon Tattoo and why she adores
Hollywood so much
Together: What does it mean to be
doing a Bond movie?
Seydoux: It’s very, very important and exciting
- working with Sam Mendes, the new Bonds
with Daniel, they’re great and they are the best.

was also
postponed. Sam
wanted to rewrite
scenes so I didn’t
really know much
about her, apart
from what he said.

And then when I act,
in a way it’s always
about your own
emotions. It’s even
subjective. It’s a
sensation. It’s not
that I want to play
that, play this, it’s
much more
mysterious in a way.
Because I’m mostly
with Daniel, it was
something that’s
hard to describe
and maybe because
it’s in English as well. I built this character up
from my own sensations.

La nouvelle Audi TT Roadster.
Les lignes d’une icône.

Describe Madeleine.
She’s probably quite proud and when they first
meet, it doesn’t match, they don’t get on.
Maybe that is because she is on balance with
him – she doesn’t need him or wait for him to
save her.

What does this role mean to you?
So, so much, being a Bond girl is amazing
particularly because I’m French and after Eva
Green, Sophie Marceau, Carole Bouquet, I’m
part of it. I’m part of this universe. It’s really
great.

And I don’t know, I haven’t seen the film yet.
What’s on the script and what’s on the screen,
it’s so different. So I don’t really know because
I’m quite instructive as well, so when I was
working on scenes I didn’t have the time or the
distance as it’s been such a long shoot, it’s
hard for me to describe.

Do you remember how you reacted
when you got the part?
Yes of course, Sam called me and said, ‘You
got it, you’re in!’ I was like [stunned face], he
said I’m part of this world and I couldn’t believe
it.

You’ll see she’s more than just a character on a
paper, she’s more than that. What’s more the
chemistry between her and Bond is very strong
and you’ll discover this, I think it’s new in that
way.

D’ieteren Mail Audi

She appears to be a different type of
Bond Girl?
Yes, she is different. The Bond girl was a
stereotype Bond girl, very sexy, she has sex

NEW Audi Center Brussels

What did you like about Madeleine
when you read the script?
When I first said yes to the film I was not able to
read the script because it was not ready and it
82 I togethermag.eu
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with Bond and this time it’s different. It’s almost political this film and you’ll
see that the producers are extremely intelligent. They really thought through
the whole project, the whole story.
Is it feminist?
Yes, in a way… My character, she’s something important, she’s Bond’s
equal. She doesn’t need Bond, she doesn’t want to be part of his world.
She’s not impressed.
Would you have considered the role if nothing had changed in
the Bond thing?
Yes, maybe. I’m not afraid of cliché, even in a small part like Mission
Impossible, you can always make something interesting and it’s not only that
I’m obsessed with the character. It’s the director, the actors… I’ve done very
small parts but I’m always interested in the process and Bond is obviously
interesting.
You feared you’d botched the audition, yes?
Because I forgot the lines. I think I had, what do you call it, stage fright,
because I was very early at my appointment, I had a little beer! It was a very
bad idea because the beer made me lose my concentration. So then I was
so embarrassed, and you know when you’re embarrassed, you become
more embarrassed, so then it was really not good. So then I asked if I could
redo the casting.
Do you often get nervous before auditions?
I had stage fright because it’s Bond, it’s a big film. But I don’t know, it’s a
feeling that I have often and not necessarily just because of a Bond film.
Is using alcohol something you use to calm your nerves?
No…[laughs] No? no, it’s not for me. To act properly I need to have a clear
mind.
Do you like auditioning?
Yes, I used to like them but now maybe it’s more difficult but it’s also the
reality. You can feel judged a little. And I don’t really like that. I feel people
now know me, they know my work since Blue is the Warmest Colour and
they can judge you. Now that I’m more famous, in a way I’m not so
comfortable.

“ SHE DOESN’T
NEED HIM OR
WAIT FOR HIM TO
SAVE HER ”
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But I think you need to use it. We’re all scared, actors in general, we have to
act on stage or in front of the camera. We have that sensation. Like a writer
in front of his white page, you have to use it. For myself, this is what I do for
myself. I use it and sometimes it can be very helpful.
What was your most nerve-wracking audition?
Dragon Tattoo…
Why?
Because I really wanted it. You want something and it fires the emotions. It
was not meant to be.

LIFESTYLE
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So let’s talk Daniel. What is he like to
work with?
Great, I was a little nervous I have to say. I was
very surprised, working with Daniel, he’s an
amazing human being and actor, it was really a
lot of fun and the whole experience was really
amazing, I have to say.
I think this is what’s new in the film – it’s not
what you can expect from a Bond film. It’s a
much more intense, complex and with a deep
relationship, and it was really good.
To kiss too?
It was funny for Daniel because he was scared
as well and I saw that he was not so
comfortable with it so I felt like, ‘Oh God, I’m not
so uncomfortable then.’ We were like, ‘Ok let’s
go… five seconds and go.’ [laughs]
You mentioned before you were quite
shy as a child, are you still shy?
Not so much but yes, sometimes. Not as much
as I was when I was a child but I’m still very shy.
Certain moments I think, I feel, I retreat maybe.
But it is the same for many actors. It is why
many become actors in the first place. I learned
to have more confidence through acting.
You’re one of the few French actresses
having success on both sides on the
Atlantic. Why is that?
My parts in English have been very small;
Budapest Hotel, Tarantino, Mission Impossible,
I’ve done much more French work but it’s
something I enjoy, acting in English. I like it, I’ve
always enjoyed the different emotions I play
from the language. And many actresses don’t
speak English, so it’s possibly much harder for
them.
There’s no judgment in America, I really like that.
You’re encouraged to be different but in France,
you must be seen to be humble, to keep a low
profile.
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“ I’VE ALWAYS ENJOYED
THE DIFFERENT
EMOTIONS I PLAY FROM
THE LANGUAGE ”
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Captivating
Cape Town
Simon Leysen
heads for the
shores of South
Africa’s Table Bay

A

s you approach Cape Town airport it
becomes immediately clear why the
‘Mother City’ is unique and, in my
humble opinion, one of most stunning cities in
the world. The sight of Table Mountain with its
table cloth of low clouds dominating the City
Bowl is simply awe-inspiring. But Cape Town is
much more than just a pretty mountain. The
meeting point of two oceans and a multitude of
cultures, Cape Town combines its rich and
sometimes troubled history with a hipster
creative vibe.
Table d’hôte
It takes a little while to get your head around the
rather special lay out of the city but a look at a
map whilst sipping a coffee at one of the many
terraces on Kloof Street – surrounded by
bearded hipsters – makes you realize how this
patchwork of different areas all fits together. It’s
all about the mountain.
A short walk from the hustle and bustle of
trendy Kloof brings you to the base of Table
Mountain where you can take the Cableway to
the top. The very brave, or borderline insane,
can also hike to the top. Once you get to the
top, the view is second to none: surfers sharing
the ocean with great white sharks, Lion’s Head
towering over trendy beaches, the promenade
at Sea Point, the Port and Waterfront, the City
Bowl and Big Bay. Furthermore, Table Mountain

is not just an oddly shaped rock. The Table
Mountain National Park features more plant
species than whole of the UK. Yet the most
magical time is sunset, especially sipping an
Elgin Sauvignon Blanc – it is a great way to start
the evening.
What to do?
Cape Town has so much to offer, the list is
simply too long to include in an article. The
obvious things to do are fairly easy to find online
so, paraphrasing Julie Andrews in the Sound of
Music, here are a few of my favourite things:
Downtown Cape Town is often ignored but
hides a lot of the city’s history. Forget the sites
and just wander around the city bowl.
Relax with sundowners at the Twelve
Apostles at Sunset.
Misplace your watch whilst enjoying lunch at
the The Rumbullion, the casual outdoor eatery
in the gardens of The Roundhouse. The last
thing you want to do is worry about where you
have to be next.
Face a positively scary sight just before
paragliding off Lion’s Head.
Solemnity is ‘de rigeur’ when visiting Robben
Island. Together with the District 6 museum it
is a good reminder that the natural beauty and
glitz of Cape Town go hand in hand with a
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Go beyond.

difficult and painful history marked by one of
most absurd and repugnant social systems
ever devised.
Laze at Boulder’s Beach in Simon’s Town.
Don’t just do the 30 minute penguin visit, take
the afternoon and share the lovely beach with
hundreds of African penguins.
Tea at the Mount Nelson. It really is as good
as it made out to be.
Downshift when driving the Chapman’s
Peak road, truly of the world’s most scenic
drives.
Where to Eat
Cape Town is a foodie’s paradise. The mix of
cultures and flavours makes for some of the
most interesting, yet affordable cuisines. You
can get good and inexpensive food just about
anywhere, whether it is a modern take on the
traditional boerewors (South African sausage) or
an avocado sandwich but those looking for
something special will not disappointed. Try to
get a table at the Test Kitchen (if you can) –
Luke Dale-Roberts’ cooking is superb.
Alternatively The Roundhouse or Aubergine will
rarely disappoint or a trip to the wine lands will
open up a new extensive list of culinary options.
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Where to Stay
There is something for every budget. Hundreds
of guest houses are a great option and some of
them are amazing. However, the Mount Nelson,
with its yesteryear charm is still hard to beat.
When to go
Cape Town weather can be surprising but
going in summer (read our winter) pretty much
guarantees lots of sun. Autumn (April) or late
spring are slightly less busy, less hot and
should definitely not be excluded.
Not unlike the famous lodging facility on the US
West Coast, you can check out of Cape Town
but you can never really leave because a part of
this amazing city will always be part of you. This
might sound cheesy but I dare anyone to try.
www.capetown.travel
Getting there
Air France and KLM have regular flights to
South Africa and many other destinations on
the African continent and beyond. The
combination of the two airlines opens up even
greater possibilities when you are making your
travel plans for Africa.
www.airfranceklm.com

Fly to more than 40 countries and 50 cities all over Africa.
Go where you never went before. And further. Discover Africa with AIR FRANCE, KLM and partners. Together offering the largest network
to the African continent and putting within reach even those destinations that were not easy to travel to before. With AIR FRANCE, KLM
and partners offering more destinations, better service, faster connections and sharper deals, Africa is at your feet. Go beyond.

www.airfrance.be
www.klm.be

LA TOURNETTE
GOLF ACADEMY
Venez découvrir le golf dans
l’un des plus beaux Clubs du pays,
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Baby thalasso!
Sophie Van Cruchten, a young mother from
Brussels, tested the ‘Mother-Baby’ treatment in SaintMalo and offers her impressions.

situé près du ring au sud de Bruxelles:

APRES-MIDI DECOUVERTE
tous les dimanches !

Programme (2h15):
• 14h45 Accueil des participants
• 15h00 INITIATION DE GOLF
• 16h30 Boisson et infos: comment débuter le golf ?
€ 5,- p.p. – nombre de places limité – tenue correcte exigée (pas de jeans).

Inscrivez-vous !
info@tournette.com • 067-894 266
www.tournette.com

P

regnancy is a wonderful time of life, but when,
like me, you have to remain lying down during
the last three months before delivery, you end
up with pins and needles and you begin to dream of
escape... So when my little Achille was two months old, I
wanted to take off for a bit of recreation and replenish
my body. I needed a vacation, but there was no way I
would separate myself from my child. A friend told me
about the ‘Mother-Baby’ treatment proposed by the
Thermes Marins de Saint-Malo. Relax by the seaside
and discover the benefits of massage with my baby:
what a great idea! Without hesitation, I booked my
treatment and my train ticket.

Chemin de Baudemont 21 - 1400 Nivelles
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Arriving in Brittany
Brussels to Saint-Malo by TGV takes five and
half hours with only one connection. When I
arrived at the Grand Hotel des Thermes I was
immediately charmed by the architecture of the
place. The hotel is majestic, with large volumes
and an imposing facade that faces the sea. In
my spacious room I was pleased to discover a
baby bath, a changing table, a sterilizer for
bottles and a bottle warmer. I had a beautiful
view of the bay of Saint-Malo. The waterfront is
full of houses dating from early last century.
Here, there are no buildings that spoil the
landscape. I felt immediately relaxed.
My personalized menu
The receptionist asked me to choose the type
of half board I would like: Diet or Gastronomic.
Since I had given birth just a few weeks back, I
had a few kilos to lose so I thought the dietary
formula would be perfect. I was not
disappointed. During my stay I tasted refined,
succulent dishes such as baked lobster and
local Brittany oysters.
My treatment
During my three-day Mother-Baby treatment I
was treated like a princess. From the therapy
exercise pool with hydromassage jets to the
benefits of relaxing treatments, everything was
designed for pure relaxation. It was a unique
opportunity to recharge my batteries and regain
possession of my body. Meanwhile, my baby
was looked after by nice nursery nurses who
are graduates of Club Enfant –he was so
spoiled! Icing on the cake, I even attended a
session of personalized awakening massage
under the supervision of a physiotherapist who
explained to me the correct techniques to use
when massaging my child. Guess what? Achille
loved it!
I came back to Brussels fully replenished, and
when I climbed on the scale I had a great
surprise: I had lost two kilos! Vive St. Malo!
Mother-Baby treatment
3 days, 12 treatments
Stay at the Grand Hôtel des Thermes*****
3 days/3 nights from €1,059
www.thalassotherapie.com
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You will tell him he is going to be a dad.

INK. Hotel:
An Amsterdam story
David McGowan stays in a rather
unique hotel with a fascinating past

You will watch her walk for the ﬁrst
time.
You will sing like a
rock star in your
shower.

A

msterdam is a great city, packed with
culture and atmosphere. It’s only two
hours’ drive from Brussels but some
folk complain about the very high parking fees. I
received a little piece of local knowledge: park
your car at the arena before entering
Amsterdam and get the tube straight into the
centre. It’s very easy and quick and will save
you a lot of money and hassle.

You will make the
best pancakes.

But ﬁrst you will have to ﬁnd it...

Shelterr.com
Tell us where you want to live...

I stayed in the INK. Hotel, part of the MGallery
collection of unique hotels, each one inspired
by a story, ancient or contemporary, and visitors
experience this story during their stay. INK.
Hotel Amsterdam owes its name to the rich
history of the building. As the former home of
the Dutch newspaper De Tijd, the building was
a place where stories were conceived, written
and ultimately brought to life… in ink.
It boasts great design all around, inspired by its
former use, from the letterpress letters on the
reception walls to the striking inky blue uniforms
worn by the staff. The beds are very
comfortable, as we have come to expect in
high class hotels. On the wall in my room was a
very cool chalked map of Amsterdam drawn on
a black wall.

The cooking is excellent from a talented young
chef called Tjitze van der Dam, who was
formerly the second chef in a two-star
restaurant. He is full of creativity, passion and
talent as he produces his fare in the open
kitchen of a restaurant suitably called the
PRESS ROOM.
The staff are friendly and eclectic, with tattoos
and crazy hair styles – not the type of staff you
would expect in such a high class hotel, but it
definitely gives it that chic rock ‘n roll edge that
we can all identify with, and they are extremely
helpful.
If you want to stay active during your stay use
the fitness rooms or cross the road to the bike
rental shop which provides great service. If you
want to take to the water be sure to hire a boat
that you can navigate yourself. It’s much more
fun and you avoid the crowds. Best to reserve
one before you arrive.
Go on splash out, you’re worth it!
INK. Hotel
67 Nieuwezijds Voorburgwal 67
Amsterdam 1012 RE
www.mgallery.com
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Callens Café: A chic,
fun step back in time
I
James Drew pays a visit to one of
Brussels’ most stylish eateries

t is definitely true to say that there always
has and always will be a place on the
Brussels gastronomic scene for a
restaurant that’s chic, sexy, stylish and, perhaps
most important, where it’s simply just good fun
to meet and enjoy good food.
And Callens Café, which will mark the
centenary of the Callens dynasty in just a few
years’ time (2020), is exactly that kind of locale.
In a contemporary décor setting on Avenue
Louise near the Bois de la Cambre, where it is
definitely fashionable to be seen, Callens Café
offers a wide range of simple but creative and
delicious cuisine for all tastes and at prices that
go easy on your pocket book – think BelgoFrench, great meat, excellent pasta, fantastic
puddings.
For the owner Jean Callens, the brother of
co-owner Oliver, it is all about the attention to
detail that comes of four generations’ of family
restaurateurs: “We were established in 1920,”
he explains, “and what motivated my ancestors
then is exactly the same as motivates my
restaurant today. It’s all about serving the
customers’ needs for the best food, the most
enjoyable ambience and the best value that we
can provide. And we know we’re doing
something right, because our customers keep
coming back!”
As an example, Callens Café is renowned for
the speed of its lunches: “We are attentive to
the constraints of our clients – we understand
what little time people tend to have these days,
so the Callens Café offers lunch served in
record time if needed – our ‘quick dishes’.”
And, in the summer sun (be fair, Brussels has
not been too bad this year) when you have the
opportunity of dining on the terrace, you will
have access to a garden with magnificent view
of the Abbey of la Cambre while, in the evening,
in a more formal and subdued atmosphere is
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“ WE KNOW WE’RE DOING SOMETHING
RIGHT, BECAUSE OUR CUSTOMERS
KEEP COMING BACK! ”
provided – from enjoying your apero in the
stylish bar to settling into the restaurant, you’ll
be accompanied by a truly cosmopolitan,
cheerful clientele.
And it’s a simple family story of four generations
of restaurant and hotel management since
1920. For the next five years, up to the 100th
anniversary in 2020, Jean and Oliver intend to
offer clients a true taste of yesteryear: “We will
be revisiting all the periods of our history,” he
explains “with vintage menus, the ambiance of
yesteryear and, for one night only, you can see
two generations of the Callens dynasty play on
the same piano.”
From 1920-52, the Hotel Marie-José
Blankenberge was run by Jean Charles
Callens, the first of the first generation of
restaurateurs and great-grandfather of Jean and
Olivier, and who had began his career as a
butcher in Brussels. From 1952-80 Jean
Callens, the son of Jean Charles and
grandfather of Jean and Olivier, took over the
hotel after World War II. In 1980-2002, it was
Daniel, the father of Jean and Olivier, who took
over the family business and, from 2002, the
brothers have reigned, deciding to follow their
ancestors and open the trendy restaurant in
Brussels that is Callens Café.
Last word goes to Jean: “Fundamentally,” he
says, “it’s just a joy to know that our restaurant
is loved, and we love what we do. Who could
ask for more?”
Callens Café
Avenue Louise, 480
1050 Brussels
Tel: 02 647 6668
Open Monday to Friday, from 12h00 to 15h00
and from 18h30 to 23h00
Saturday Bar 10h00 to 2h00, Restaurant from
19h00 to 23h00
www.callenscafe.be

Adver torial

TASTE
THE CULTURE

Film, concerts, theatre in the neighborhood

Thon Hotels:
Giving a little bit extra
One hotel group came up with a novel
reaction to the summer heat wave

SPEAK
THE LANGUAGE

Photo © Thon Hotel Brussels City Centre

Dutch courses, workshops for children,
practice opportunities

MEET
THE PEOPLE

Clubs and activities for children and adults

DISCOVER
THE REGION
Randkrant and local information

www.derand.be
Check out our English, French and German pages
or pay a visite to our centres
‘de Rand’, Kaasmarkt 75, 1780 Wemmel T. 02 456 97 80 - info@derand.be

I

t is a very popular notion these days that
in business it is very important to offer your
clients that lit bit more. It can come in all
shapes and sizes but Thon Hotels came up
with a very ‘cool’ response to the sweltering
heat in Brussels this summer.
They took to ice-cream vans and headed off to
their corporate clients’ places of work and
delivered ice-creams which are the artisanal
work of Stephen Vandeparre. It was simple but
effective, and no surprise really since excellent
customer car is built into the DNA at Thon
Hotels.

occasions. The group offers three concepts
which make it easier to choose the right hotel.

The well-deserved ice-cream ‘refreshment
break’ helped maximize productivity, creative
thinking and fresh ideas, just like the inspiring
environment at Thon Hotels. Thon Hotels is a
business partner, creating a true connection to
the contact person in the company who can
count on its expertise to help them in their
efforts.

Thon in Brussels
Thon Hotels is part of the Olav Thon Group and
boasts five hotels in Brussels - Stanhope Hotel
in the European Quarter, Thon Hotel Bristol
Stephanie in the Louise area, Thon Hotel
Brussels City Centre, the eco-friendly Thon
Hotel EU and Thon Brussels Airport.

The Thon Hotels Ice-Cream Tour paid visits to
Business District in Diegem, North Business
District and Avenue Louise.
Thon prides itself on keeping an eye on what
the customer really needs. They recognize that
guests have different hotel needs on different

The concepts
Budget - Smart and simple
City - Comfort in central locations
Conference - Professional conference hotels
By offering a warm and welcoming atmosphere
in the hotel and a high level of service from
knowledgeable employees, guests enjoy a
positive hotel experience every time they stay
with Thon.

Thon Hotels
Tel: 02 700 7878
sales@thonhotels.be
thonhotels.com/Brussels
linkedin.com/thon-hotel-brussels
facebook.com/thonhotelbrussels
#thonhotelsbrussels
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Au Repos
des Chasseurs
Menu du chef 24.50 euros
& Menu du patron 39,50 euros
-

• Salles de réunions et banquets
• Saison du perdreau, canard, cèpes de bordeaux, truffes
• Début de la chasse à partir du 15/10 divers gibiers à plume et à poil
-

Hôtel *** - Seul logis de Bruxelles- 11 chambres
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Discover the
vineyards of Alsace
Geoffroy van Lede of
le-vin-du-mois.be offers
his latest fine wines

T

he vineyards of Alsace stretch over a hundred kilometers
long and 3 km wide between Strasbourg in Mulhouse. It is
divided into two zones, the Lower Rhine (north) and Upper
Rhine (south). The total size of the vineyards is 15,500 hectares,
distributed between 6,600 in the north and 8,900 south. Protected
by the Vosges to the south, Alsace boasts an extremely favourable
climate for growing grapes: hot spring, dry and sunny summers, long
autumns and mild, cool winters.
Wine & Grapes
The main grape varieties that can be found in Alsace are Riesling,
White Pinot, Pinot Gris, Sylvaner, Gewurztraminer, Pinot Noir &
Muscat.
We also find ‘vendanges tardives’ (a very late harvest), which produce
soft and dry wines, magnificent with dessert or with foie gras. The
production is mainly of white wine. There are some red and rosé
wines, but in small amounts, approximately 10% of total production.
In Alsace, most of the vinification is single grape, and individual
parcels are widely spread. Therefore, it is not uncommon to find
dozens of wines by producers. This allows the wines to keep their
personality, specificity and identity of their soil.
The Grands Crus
The ‘Grand Crus’ in Alsace crus come from soils classified by the
INAO since 1975. There is obviously debate on the relevance of
choice for some piece of land as well as the limiting use of grape
varieties to Riesling/Gewurztraminer/Pinot Gris and Muscat but,
overall, the Grand Crus come from the best terroir, offer wines that
have greater complexity, greater aromatic palette and
expressiveness. They will also be more carefully crafted by the
winemakers. There are 50 different Grand Crus.
The wine of the month
We have chosen for you a Riesling from Eblin Fuchs. A superb
organic and biodynamic wine: yellow straw colour, with an elegant
nose and bouquet, which combines with a pretty basket of white fruit
and white flowers (such as jasmine). The attack is powerful, lively and
greedy. The mouth is full, velvety with a beautiful balance between
freshness, a slight alcoholic touch and sweetness.

« SALLE DE SÉMINAIRE ET BANQUET DE 20P À 150P »
AVENUE CHARLE ALBERT 11 • 1170 WATERMAEL-BOITSFORT
(BOULEVARD DU SOUVERAIN, DERRIÈRE LE BÂTIMENT AXA)
02 660 46 72 • WWW.REPOS-DES-CHASSEURS.COM

Find these wines and our subscription concept on our site
www.le-vin-du-mois.be or call 0498 586 545
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What’s on
Belgium

WY AFTER WORK
AFTER WORK @ The Mercedes House.
Enjoy unique and exclusive cocktails
concocted by talented mixologist
bartenders, with nonstop music. 6
October. 22-24 Rue Bodenbroek, Grand
Sablon, 1000 Brussels.
www.mercedeshouse.be

Lines, Shapes &
Colours
The Duret Gallery is
running an exhibition
showcasing the movement
and the spontaneity of
curves without visible
structures in rich hues.
Wall metal sculptures by
David Gerstein, and the
large, unstructured
paintings by Nicolas
Dubreuille. Duret Gallery.
Until 20 November.
www.GalerieDuret.com
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Whatever it Takes!
Sofitel Brussels is hosting an exhibition of
the work of Katrin Straub, media artist and
painter, who became involved in Eastern
language and calligraphy when she was
working and living in Asia for several years.
Her interest in typography was already
strong during her studies of design. 1 Place
Jourdan, Brussels. 24 September
– 30 November.
www.sofitel-brussels-europe.com

DELIGHTS APLENTY
Charming sites to explore,
just 9 minutes from La Louvière

Wallonia –

Why look any further ?
www.tourismewallonie.be
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EVENTS • RESTAURANT • VENUE RENTAL • SHOWROOM • SHOP

Tram Experience
For its fourth season, visit.brussels is bringing
back the Tram Experience from 21 August
2015 to 17 July 2016. Throughout the season
foodie passengers will embark on a maiden
voyage through the heart of cuisine offered by
the best lady chefs.
www.tramexperience.be
“Weird Al” Yankovic
“Weird Al” Yankovic is the
biggest-selling comedy
recording artist in history. Now
in his fourth career decade, he
has won three Grammys (with
15 nominations) and countless
accolades for classics like Eat
It, Like a Surgeon, Smells Like
Nirvana and White & Nerdy.
Mandatory Fun has also been
nominated for a Grammy in the
category of Best Comedy
Album. October 1. Ancienne
Belgique. €55
www.abconcerts.be

Join us for exclusive events
every month @ The Mercedes House
24/09 TYPH BARROW

15/10 CARLOS VAQUERA

29/10 BJ SCOTT & FRIENDS
10/11 WY AFTER WORK
12/11 NUNO RESENDE

UA FILM NIGHTS 2015
Pandora’s Box (1928/29), G.W. Pabst’s controversial film which
made actress Louise Brooks instantly world famous, transcends its
time. The film tells the story of Dr. Schoen and his eventful affair with
the sensuous Lulu, who, after she has shot him, takes to her heels
towards London, where she will meet her fate in the hands of Jack
the Ripper. 24 September. Henry Le Boeuf Hall.
€10 to €30
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The Mercedes House
Grand Sablon
Rue Bodenbroek 22-24 - 1000 Brussels
Mon-Sat: 10am-8pm / Sun: 10am-4pm
+32 2 400 42 50
www.mercedeshouse.be
mercedeshouse.brussels@daimler.com
facebook.com/TheMercedesHouse
@mercedeshousebe

26-29/11 NOCTURNES OF
THE SABLON

08/12 WY AFTER WORK
17/12 BOOGIE BOY
(PAUL AMBACH)

Info & booking:
www.mercedeshouse.be
+32 2 400 42 50
in collaboration with:
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What’s On International
Glasgow

Photo © Dave souza

Glasgow Americana
Now in its ninth year – just one shy of its 10th
anniversary – the Glasgow Americana Festival
has once again a glowing roster of talent lined
up for seven gigs at top city venues over five
days. The festival enjoys a reputation for
providing intimate and memorable festival
experiences, and this year’s performers,
including singer/songwriter icons, Tom Russell
and Bruce Cockburn will help continue the
trend. 7-11 October. Various venues across
the city. www.glasgowamericana.com

1229€*

* valid from 31/08 to 02/10

The Mackintosh Festival
The work of the Scottish architect, designer
and artist, Charles Rennie Mackintosh (7 June
1868 – 10 December 1928) is today celebrated
internationally. His designs have connections
with the Arts and Crafts, Glasgow Style and
progressive developments on the Continent.
The Mackintosh Festival Glasgow celebrates his
life through a series of exhibitions, events and
tours. 1 – 31 October. Various venues
www.glasgowmackintosh.com/festival
www.peoplemakeglasgow.com

Where to stay
Citizen M is a very friendly ultra-modern hotel at
the top of the town, not far from the Glasgow
Art School, where you can find out a lot more
about Charles Rennie Mackintosh.
www.citizenm.com

Art of Billy Connolly
Best known as a comedian, not many people
realize that Billy Connolly is also an artist. This
exhibition brings Connolly’s artworks together
with a range of objects from Glasgow
Museums’ collection, including those famous
banana boots and his guitar made from a White
Horse whisky box. Connolly said: “My art is
pure and unjudged, I am creating it for myself. I
don’t want them to be judged... they’re little
friends of mine.” Until 26 February 2016.
People’s Palace, Glasgow. Free entry
www.glasgowlife.org.uk
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What’s On International
London
Audrey Hepburn: Portraits of an Icon
This fascinating photographic exhibition will illustrate the life
of actress and fashion icon Audrey Hepburn (1929-1993).
From her early years as a chorus girl in London’s West End
through to her philanthropic work in later life, Portraits of an
Icon will celebrate one of the world’s most photographed
and recognizable stars. Until 18 October. National
Portrait Gallery, London. www.npg.org.uk

The new Volkswagen Polo plays
in the big league. Beautiful.
Dynamic. Fast. Young.
And available at Europcar.

Michael
Samuels
Parlour
Michael
Samuels’ new
installation
reacts to the
immediate
architecture
and space
whilst
responding to
the wider
context of the
gallery.
Samuels
intends to
create an
immersive and contemplative environment,
which nods to the domestic, and the materials
from which his work derives, whilst providing a
meeting place and site of enquiry for the
audience. Until 16 October. Rokeby Gallery,
London.
www.rokebygallery.com
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Sinatra: The Man and his Music
In his centenary year, the magic of Frank Sinatra will
be returning to the London Palladium, 65 years after
he made his UK debut on the same stage in 1950.
Using rare footage of the legend himself, a 24 piece
orchestra and sensational live dancing Sinatra: The
Man and his Music is an extraordinary new multimedia concert celebrating one of the world’s
greatest entertainers. Featuring Frank Sinatra’s
greatest hits, including Fly Me To The Moon, My
Way and New York, New York. Until 10 October.
London Palladium.
www.reallyusefultheatres.co.uk

Getting there
The most practical way to get from Brussels to
London is by Eurostar. In less than two hours you
are delivered in comfort into the heart of the city. It
is ideal for business travel but also for a weekend
trip to take in that Sinatra Show.
www.eurostar.com

europcar.be
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What’s On Cinema
Furnished Apartments
Brussels
Antwerp
Liège

Picturenose.com’s James
Drew takes his customary
pick of the upcoming
cinema releases

Madame Bovary (2014)
Sophie Barthes brings the latest big-screen
adaptation of Gustave Flaubert’s classic to life.
Mia Wasikowska plays young Emma, married
off to country doctor Charles Bovary (Henry
Lloyd-Hughes) and bored out of her mind until
lust, love and the high life beckon, in the shape
of the dashing Marquis (Logan Marshall-Green).
But the high life costs, with lavish dresses and
decorations from the obsequious dry-goods
dealer Monsieur Lheureux (Rhys Ifans), who’s
only too happy to continue extending her credit.
Tragedy beckons, as anyone who’s read the
book will tell you...
118 mins.

Knight of Cups
Ah, the rare expectancy of the return of
Terrence Malick. Screenwriter Rick (Christian
Bale) is living in Los Angeles and trying to make
sense of his strange life - while he’s successful
in his career, he simply feels empty. Haunted by
the death of one brother and the dire
circumstances of the other, he finds temporary
solace in the Hollywood excess that defines his
existence, with women providing a distraction,
and every encounter bringing him closer to
finding his place in the world. If you rate Malick,
there’s every chance you’ll rate this - doubtless,
it will be talked about for years to come.
118 mins.

Café Derby
Georges (Wim Opbrouck) is a market vendor
par excellence - he sells anything, anytime, to
anyone. When he hears that the Pope is
coming to Belgium, he smells his chance...
Café Derby tells the tragi-comic story of a
cheerful but slightly dysfunctional family,
inspired by true events, and is the first feature
film by Belgian director Lenny Van Wesemael.
101 mins.

13 minutes
13 Minutes (Elser – Er hätte die Welt verändert)
is a German drama film directed by Oliver
Hirschbiegel that portrays the life of failed Hitler
assassin Georg Elser, starring Christian Friedel
as Elser. A more sober, less showy take on the
events of Valkyrie (2008).
116 mins. In German.

Are you visiting Brussels for business or leisure?
Do you travel alone or with friends and family?
Do you have a taste for stylish interior design?
Book a Smartflats for a night or more and enjoy the privacy and luxury of your own home,
with the quality, service and style of a top hotel.
Stay in Brussels’ best locations:
Châtelain • EU Quarter • Grand Place • Louise • Sainte-Catherine • Saint-Géry • Saint-Gilles

More quality film reviews at Picturenose.com
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Office: Rue de la Loi, 42 1040 Brussels

+32 (0) 2 640 72 40

Book online: www.smartflats.be

IT’S EASIER THAN EVER
TO WORK ABROAD.
IN A CHANGING WORLD,

Houston,
we have a problem...

FREE PREMIUM PACK*

Expats, make your life in Belgium easier:
3 multi-currency accounts + online banking +
Gold credit cards* + many more advantages!
To help you settle in, BNP Paribas Fortis offers you
personalised solutions, from day-to-day banking to
savings & investments, from insurance to loans.
Visit your nearest BNP Paribas Fortis expat branch.

LE CHAT

by Philippe Geluck

bnpparibasfortis.be/expatinbelgium
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“I was 44 in January…
now I am 39” *

Reduced my weight

Over 50% of Aspria members reduced their
biological age by 3 years or more within the
first 10 months of joining. Our experts can
do the same for you.

Meet the Experts this September
Our AspriaPro Health programmes genuinely
work, so we are inviting 100 guests to
experience an introductory AspriaPro
Personal Training and Advisory Session
with our compliments. We are proud of the
results and we think you will be too.

Register now at
aspria.com
T: +32 2 508 08 08
#meettheexperts

Increased my energy

Got my promotion

